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Question: 1 

Which command is used to display the status of a queue manager?

Response:

A. DISPLAY QMGR STATUS
B. DISPLAY QMGR
C. DISPLAY QMSTATUS
D. DISPLAY QUEUE MANAGER

Answer: B

Explanation: DISPLAY QMGR. This command is used to display the status of
a queue manager. It provides information such as the queue manager name,
status, and other relevant details.

Question: 2 

Which command will enable real-time monitoring of queues, where the
monitoring is to be controlled at a queue manager level?

Response:

A. ALTER QMGR MONQ(NONE)
B. ALTER QMGR MONQ(HIGH)
C. ALTER QMGR INHIBTEV(ENABLED)
D. ALTER QMGR STATQ(ON) STATINT(30)

Answer: A

Explanation: ALTER QMGR MONQ(NONE). This command disables real-
time monitoring of queues at the queue manager level. By setting MONQ to



NONE, the real-time monitoring of queues is turned off, and no events related
to queues will be generated or recorded.

Question: 3 

Which command is used to start a channel?

Response:

A. START CHANNEL
B. STRCHANNEL
C. BEGIN CHANNEL
D. ENABLE CHANNEL

Answer: A

Explanation: START CHANNEL. This command is used to start a channel.
When a channel is started, it becomes active and can send and receive
messages.

Question: 4 

Which command is used to create a new local queue?

Response:

A. DEFINE QLOCAL
B. CREATE QUEUE
C. ADDQUEUE
D. NEW QUEUE

Answer: A



Explanation: DEFINE QLOCAL. This command is used to create a new local
queue. It allows you to define various attributes of the queue, such as its name,
maximum depth, and persistence.

Question: 5 

Which attribute specifies the maximum size of a message that a queue can
hold?

Response:

A. MAXDEPTH
B. MAXMSG
C. MAXSIZE
D. MAXCAPACITY

Answer: C

Explanation: MAXSIZE. The MAXSIZE attribute specifies the maximum size
of a message that a queue can hold. When the maximum size is reached, further
attempts to put messages to the queue will result in a message too big
condition.

Question: 6 

Which utility is used to create and maintain the IBM MQ configuration files?

Response:

A. crtmqm
B. strmqm
C. runmqsc



D. dspmqcfg

Answer: C

Explanation: runmqsc. The runmqsc utility is used to create and maintain the
IBM MQ configuration files. It provides a command-line interface to interact
with the queue manager, allowing you to define and modify queues, channels,
listeners, and other objects.

Question: 7 

Which attribute specifies the maximum number of channels that a queue
manager can have?

Response:

A. MAXCHANNELS
B. MAXCONNECTIONS
C. MAXINSTANCES
D. MAXCHANNELINSTANCES

Answer: A

Explanation: MAXCHANNELS. The MAXCHANNELS attribute specifies the
maximum number of channels that a queue manager can have. This attribute
limits the number of active channels that can be concurrently running on the
queue manager.

Question: 8 

Which attribute specifies the maximum number of messages that a queue can
hold?



Response:

A. MAXDEPTH
B. MAXMSG
C. MAXSIZE
D. MAXCAPACITY

Answer: A

Explanation: MAXDEPTH. The MAXDEPTH attribute specifies the maximum
number of messages that a queue can hold. When the maximum depth is
reached, further attempts to put messages to the queue will result in a queue
full condition.

Question: 9 

Which attribute specifies the transmission queue to be used for a particular
channel?

Response:

A. XMITQ
B. TRANSMITQ
C. DESTQ
D. CHANNELQ

Answer: A

Explanation: XMITQ. The XMITQ attribute specifies the transmission queue to
be used for a particular channel. The transmission queue is responsible for
temporarily storing messages that need to be transmitted over the channel.
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